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In April and June four people from UNAPD visited Denmark and her counterparts of Ghana Society for Physically Disabled
(GSPD). Both organisations are supported by the Danish Handicap Forband (DHF). In picture, members of UNAPD, GSPD
and DHF posing for a group photo in Denmark. See details on Page 3, 9,10 and 11.
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WORD FROM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
I welcome you to yet another
edition of UNAPD UPDATE, May
– June, 2011. As I promised, we
will continue to inform, educate
and communicate to you about
the work of UNAPD and the issues at hand. I appreciate the information department in UNAPD
that has committed to keeping
you updated.
In this edition, we will bring you
highlights on the partnership activities between UNAPD and her
Meldah Tumukunde
Danish partners; DHF and the
sister organization; Ghana Society for the Physically Disabled
(GSPD). I congratulate Peter Marx of DHF who coordinated
the activities in Denmark and Ghana respectively. Special
thanks go to DHF and GSPD for hosting the activities.
I also thank the teams from the three countries who ably and
constructively participated in the activities. UNAPD was represented by Mr. Arthur Blick (Ag. Chairman Board of Directors),
Ms. Elizabeth Kayanga (Women representative on the Board)
Ms. Meldah Tumukunde (Executive Director) and Apollo Mukasa (Programme Officer).
The purpose of the partnership activity was to strengthen the
cooperation between the three organisations by creating a
common understanding of their objective, which is to improve
the living conditions of people living with physical disabilities in
the respective countries. The activity focused on three themes:
Capacity building, Accessibility and MCS-groups. UNAPD was
responsible for the Accessibility theme, GSPD for Micro credit
(MCS) groups theme and DHF for capacity building theme.
Ghana Society of the Physically Disabled (GSPD) is the national
organisation for people with physical disabilities, which exists to
promote the welfare of its members by creating awareness,
advocating and lobbying for their rights. The oganisation was
established in 1980. GSPD recently started the work with accessibility and it was important for them to share experiences
with UNAPD, which has been intensively working on accessibility advocacy since 2007. On the other hand, UNAPD is in a
start-up phase of working with MCS-groups using the VSLA
approach. Therefore, it was of great importance for the two
organisations to exchange knowledge on the different strategies, approaches and experiences.
MCS groups and Accessibility are linked in that the MCSgroups program is designed especially for the poor who include
PWPDs whereas accessibility is a strong factor for PWD’s
struggle to get out of poverty. Poor accessibility is a barrier for
PWD’s access to poverty alleviation initiatives.
The activity was successfully accomplished and I once again
thank the three teams for their contributions. A number of
experiences and lessons were learnt during this activity, which I
believe will strengthen the relationship between GSPD, UNAPD and DHF and the support to each other in accessibility
and the MCS-groups work.
Please find more details inside this edition.
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EDITORIAL

Emulate Sports
Betting Africa
Sports Betting Africa (SBA) is the latest c ompany to
heed to the enormous calls by UNAPD and other Disabled People’s Organisation to employ persons with
disabilities. So far five members of UNAPD; Ronald
Kaggwa, Winnie Nazziwa, Mildred Kirabo, Karisa Tadeo and Dinah Akaso, have been taken on by the
company to man some of the company’s sales outlets.
The company is so far impressed with the working of
the recruits and promises to employ more PWDs.
SBA joins a list of other companies including Enhance
International, Crane Bank, and Standard Chartered
Bank, among others, that have employed PWDs and
not regretting. This is a good gesture, which if emulated by many other companies, would transform
many lives of PWDs.
It takes a lot for a child with disability to struggle and
get an education amidst discrimination, stigmatisation
and poor attitude from fellow pupils and school staff.
Many of the parents of children with disabilities
(CWDs) also neglect them and therefore don’t want
to pay their school dues with a belief that CWDs cannot do anything for themselv es.
Nowadays, many CWDs have defied society’s perception and have graduated from vocational schools, colleges and universities. They therefore have the skills
and competence to excel at workplaces but what is
disheartening is that their underestimation by society
still lives to haunt them even after their graduation.
Potential employers should first look at the ability of a
PWD to perform a certain task but not their disability.
We believe that ev ery employer knows the importance of positive thinking, or being optimistic contrary
to being pessimistic. We sh ould look at the positive
side of a PWD not the negative side first.
Getting persons with disabilities into the workplace
has many and varied benefits from decreasing the burden on social welfare to raising the morale at the
workplace and increases tax revenue on employment
income.
However, there are companies that would like to employ PWDs but they just do not know what to do.
They also do not know how disabled persons would fit
into their work environment or how they could be
accommodated in a building designed for the able bodied.
We implore such companies to get in touch with UNAPD for advice. We also have a database with contacts of PWDs who have diverse education, competency and skills necessary for a given job. Just get in
touch with us.
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INTERVIEW WITH CHAIRMAN

Denmark offers a lot to learn from
UNAPD Ag. Chairman Arthur Blick led a team
of two board and two staff members to a visit in
Denmark and Ghana in April and May respectively. HAMAD LUBWAMA interviewed him
and below he shares with you his findings.
Qn. What were your most i mportant observations on
your trips?
Inaccessibility to the physical environment is one of the biggest challenges of people with physical disabilities, so I paid
particular attention to it. Everything in Denmark is accessible.
Streets have ramps and curb stones are used cautiously.
Walkways are easily used by PWDs and most buildings are
also accessible, with wide lifts where two wheelchairs can fit.
Their transport system is accessible. They have buses and
underground electric trains both in the city and its suburbs
but all these were designed with PWDs in mind.
However, Ghana is another typical African country. Most of
their buildings are not accessible apart from a few international hotels. Roads are bad with potholes and curbstones,
which make their use by PWDs so difficult. I also noted that
Ghana has more traffic jam than Uganda even in the suburbs. I
did not see any buses in Ghana. They mostly use matatus
(taxis) like in Uganda. So it is very difficult for PWDs to move
on inaccessible roads and crossing such busy roads.
Qn. Are there many PWDs in Den mark, which is a
rich and developed country where the major causes of
disability in Africa like malaria, poverty and poor nutrition are almost non-existent?
Denmark has many PWDs and their disability is mostly caused
by accidents not poverty like in Africa. They have very good
roads and many cars. Because of good roads, motorists over
speed and in case of any accidents, many people die or are left
with disabilities. The Danish people also enjoy sports very
much and some of them are injured in sports. So there are
many cases of people with spinal and brain injuries resulting
from motor and sports accidents.
Qn. How do you compare the living conditions of
PWDs in Denmark to that of their counterparts in
Ghana and Uganda?

of them. In Ghana and Uganda, the majority of PWDs live in
rural areas and most of those who live in towns are beggars.
Qn. Why do you think PWDs in Denmark are better
off than their counterparts in Ghana and Uganda?
The Government and local authorities in Denmark are supportive to PWDs. They cater for ev erybody and they don’t
want a certain section of society to be left out in anything.
Secondly, the environment in Denmark forces everybody to
work and get money if you are to live. They have a winter
season where everybody should be indoors, but in Uganda, it
is always warm and you can always sleep outside - even by the
roadside. So many people don’t want to work because you
can get free things from the family or sleep on the streets and
beg for food.
Qn. If PWDs are well off in Denmark, what are th eir
organisations like DHF doing?
Of course th ere is nothing that can be 100% perfect. Disabled
Peoples Organisations in Denmark are so strong, well organised and coordinated. They have some key advocacy issues
but I did not ask about them. They have no specific MPs representing PWDs like we do in Uganda where we have five.
Denmark’s Parliament has no single MP with disability but
issues of disability always get to the floor of Parliament. They
have only one MP who is friendly to PWDs through whom
they lobby Parliament to consider their needs.
Qn. What can be done to i mprove the living conditions of PWDs in Ghana and Uganda to match that of
their colleagues in Denmark?
Government has to be more supportive to PWDs. For example, PWDs have to be helped to get assistive devices, land,
houses and employment. PWDs also have to work hard and
desist from the dependence syndrome and stop begging. I
think some people deliberately make their places inaccessible
as a means of barring PWDs from entering to beg. But if
PWDs work hard and get money to buy goods and services,
service providers will rush to make their places accessible to
tap the PWDs money. And if you have money people respect
you regardless of your social status.

PWDs in Denmark are living very well. Their Government
and local authorities are so supportive to them. They help
them get new cars, residential houses, assistiv e devices and
employment. The G overnmen t also pays for their helpers.
They also have unemployment benefits where every citizen
who is genuinely unemployed gets a ‘salary’ at the end of each
month to enable them live a descent life. And because everything is accessible there, PWDs are mainstreamed in society
and can access any services from anywhere.
I did not see any beggar who has a disability on the streets of
Denmark. Every PWD is working and those who have severe
disabilities and are unable to work, they are kept in special
homes like the old people where the Government takes care

Blick with board member Elizabeth Ka yanga in Denmark

MISSION: To remove barriers in society that prevent People with Physical Disabilities
from enjoying full rights on an equal basis with other citizens
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Sports Betting Africa recruits five PWDs
BY OPOTI SCHOLASTICA

UNAPDs advocacy for employment of Persons with Disabilities through the Labour Market Project has continued
to yield fruits with Sports Betting Africa being the latest
employer to recruit PWDs.
The company has recruited five members following a two
-day training that took place at UNAPD secretariat in
Kanyanya.
The recruits were deployed at different selling points
where sports fans bet.
Those who got jobs are Ronald Kaggwa, Winnie Nazziwa,
Mildred Kirabo, Karisa Tadeo and Dinah Akaso.
Nazziwa who operates from Nansana in Wakiso district
says she is excited about her job. “I am happy that I finally
got a job and I have started making money. I don’t regret
working with Sports Betting.”
A company official, Bashir Musa, says they will employ
more PWDs because all the five recruits so far are performing. He urges other employers to emulate Sports
Betting Africa by not discriminating PWDs when offering
jobs.

Ronaldson Kaggwa with clients at his workplace in
Mpererwe, Kawempe Division in Kampala district

Through the Labour Market Project, UNAPD implemented several activities aimed at promoting employment
of PWDs, and the employers have started responding by
recruiting them.

UNAPD holds career fair day
Many human resource managers said
PWDs performed very well in the
interviews and pledged to call on
It was all excitement as persons with them when they get any job offer in
disabilities flocked to Imperial Royale their companies.
Hotel where UNAPD gave them a
The purpose of the fair was to inplatform to prove their employability
crease the chances of PWDs to find
to leading companies and organisaemployment and to expose employtions in Uganda.
ers to the employment potentials of
This was at the first ever Career Fair PWDs, and dispel the belief that
Day for PWDs that UNAPD organPWDs are not able to work.
ised in conjunction with the Human
The State Minister in Charge of EldResource Managers Association of
erly and Disability, Sulaiman Madada,
Uganda. 100 PWDs and 50 companies and organisation represented by officiated at the function.
their human resource managers par- Noting that the unemployment rate
among PWDs is more that the naticipated in the fair.
tional prevalence, Madada enumerPersons with disabilities had a one-on
ated several government policies and
-one job interview with the respective
programmes aimed at promoting emhuman resource managers, and three
ployment of PWDs and called on the
of them got employment immediately.
BY HAMAD LUBWAMA

private sector to support the government’s initiative.
Before the fair, UNAPD held several
radio and TV talk shows to raise
awareness about the benefits of employment of PWDs and also calling
upon employers to participate in the
fair.
In a TV talk show hosted on Uganda
Broadcasting Corporation, Milly Kasaija Mubiru, a Programmes Director
with Human Resource Managers Association, noted that PWDs can work
very well like the able-bodied if conditions at workplaces are favourable.
She said that PWDs would be successful on their jobs only if employers
make their workplaces accessible and
change their attitude towards PWDs.

VISION: A society where People with Physical Disablities are accorded rights enjoyed by all citizens
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Kiboga member set for surgery at CorSU
BY ZACCHAEUS SSEMBUUSI

success.

On April 11,
our member
Ibrahim
Wasswa (in
picture) and
his father
left for
Wasswa’s
second surgery at
On April 5, Franco Mugga, represented
ComprehenKIAPPD in the World Vision impact assive Rehabilisessmen t workshop held at Kibiga Subtation Services in Uganda – CoRSU - in
county headquarters. The purpose of the
Entebbe. Wasswa has a protruded facial
workshop was to assess the impact of
deformity. KIAPPD`s American friend,
World Vision’s work with PWDs in KIMU
David Matusek, offered to pay all the
Area, under the project of KIMU Area
medical bills required to make the face for
Development Program. Many gaps were
identified as well as recognising some little the 16-year-old normal.
The month of April started with plenty of
rain that made most members of Kiboga
Association of People with Physical Disabilities – KIAPPD - busy in the garden,
working to benefit from the rains. On the
other hand, some members spared time
to perform the activities of their association.

On April 19, twelve-year-old Farouk Kasasa of Jokero Village, Nabwendo Parish,
Muwanga Sub-county, received wheelchair
from UNAPD’s secretariat. The wheelchair was handed over to Kasasa`s mother
by the Information Officer. I was privileged to witness the handover.
KIAPPD is grateful to UNAPD for the
wheelchair offered to our member. We
pray for more benefits from our partnership with UNAPD.
More so, KIAPPD is grateful to all other
organizations, individuals like David
Matusek and to all its members for the
moral and material support given to the
association.
I look forward to a continued cordial relationship.

UNAPD showcases her work at civil society fair
were made. Some
other Disabled
Peoples OrganisaPeople who attended the first ev er Nations and several
tional Civil Society Fair were thrilled as
they watched in disbelief a UNAPD mem- NGOs and companies particiber with Acquired Brain Injury making
pated in the exhichalk at the exhibition.
Esther Mubazzi commonly known as Aunt bition.
Under the
Eseza was the centre of attraction as she
mixed her chalk materials, produced and theme, "NGOs
and Uganda's
dried her chalk before the audience.
quest for socioMubazzi was one of three UNAPD memeconomic transbers with Acquired Brain Injury or their
caregivers who exhibited various products formation", the
fair was organised
that they make following support from
UNAPD. Others were Sarah Kabuye and by the Uganda
Some of the accessibility models that excited the show goers
Harriet Nakibirango. Other items made by NGO Forum to
provide an opporPWABIs exhibited were counter books,
standing of the NGOs work, which made
liquid soap, beads, table mats and school
tunity for NGOs and
the sector appear weak and lacking imchalk.
Civil Society Organisations to collectively
pact.
showcase their value and contribution to
The two-day exhibition took place at
“This has led to the our leaders and some
Hotel African in June, where UNAPD also Uganda's social and economic developmembers of the public to continue undersensitized show goers about Accessibility ment.
rating NGO work and often refer to us as
Standards and physical disability. Other
The organisers noted that for so many
‘noise makers’,” according to a statement
attractions were the accessibility models, years, there was no collectiv e effort to
from NGO Forum.
which are used to demonstrate how acshowcase the value and contribution of
cessible facilities look like. The models
The show provided an open space for the
civil society work to Uganda's developinclude an accessible pit latrine, classroom ment within the sector, apart from indipublic and other development actors such
block, church, shopping mall, road, and
vidually organized events by a few organi- as government, the media, private sector,
academia and donors to interface with the
other public buildings.
sations.
NGOs.
Several presentations on topical issues
As a result there was incomplete under-

BY HAMAD LUBWAMA

MISSION: To remove barriers in society that prevent People with Physical Disabilities
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SUCCESS STORY

Light at the end of the tunnel
She was abandoned by her father because of her disability. She struggled and started working to earn a living but the place she was working from was burnt by an arsonist. She started another business only
to be grabbed by former President Idi Amin’s cronies. Because she
did not give up, she at last succeeded and now has moved all over the
world. Hajat Betty Kinene narrated her ups and downs to
HAMAD LUBWAMA and he reports:

K

inene was born normal in 1954 but
at three years, she was struck by
polio that left her right leg paralysed. Because of her disability, her father neglected her but the mother was so strong
that she raised her up single handedly and
gave her some education.
“When my mother was divorcing, my
father ordered her to live all other children behind except me the disabled. I
grew up with my mother and she educated me up to Senior Two. She then
failed to raise my school fees,” she says.

in case of any non-compliance.
“She could allocate me an equal piece of
land to dig like my brothers and if I failed,
she would give me little food. She would
say I am weak at working and therefore I
should eat very little. I also remember
one time wh en she forced me to burn my
fingers because I did not prepare food
very well. She commanded me to dip my
fingers in the hot saucepan where I
cooked the food,” she recalls.

“But when I grew up, I realised she did
not intend to mistreat me but only
It was only after growing up that Kinene
wanted me to learn how to do every thing
realised her mother was her true hero,
for myself. For example, she always
but when she was still young, her mother forced me to carry a baby. When I married, I produced several children and
was her worst enemy.
raised them by myself. I did not get any
“I though she did not love me like my
problems with my husband because I did
father did because she was so rude to me.
everything perfectly.”
In spite of my disability, she made me do
everything that the able-bodied siblings
were doing and could severely punish me

First Job
When Kinene dropped out of school in
early 1970’s, she was taken to Kireka Rehabilitation Centre, a vocational school
for persons with disabilities where she
offered a course in Office Practice. After
her course, she was deployed to work in
Kampala as a salesgirl in Omulembe Shop,
a showroom for clothes and crafts. She
was so excited because her life started to
change when she started working and
making money, but her excitement was
short lived.
“I vividly remember the date. It was October 25, 1978. Idi Amin was about to be
ousted and he had just expelled away all
Asians from Uganda. There was a lot of
political turmoil in the country. Then an
arsonist burnt down the showroom. We
lost every thing. There was no job for me
anymore. I had no working experience in
anything else,” she recalls.
Kinene was stranded for sometime, but
then went for plan B: marriage.
“A man approached my parents and I was
married off. He loved me very much and
did not complain about my disability. The
only problem was that he did not give me
money,” she says with a smile.

Second chance
Having been a dedicated and hardworking
girl at her former job, another luck came
her way.
“Some of the suppliers approached me
and advised me to start my own shop and
supply me on credit. I remember one man
who came with three drums. She gave me
two to start with and said he had to sale
the third one to get some money for a
living,” she recollects.
She started the shop and everything went
on very well. Indeed, life was back to normal because then she had a husband, cash
and a boss of her own.
“I produced children every year and
looked after them yet I was working. And
unfortunately or fortunately, I had more
money than my husband,” she says.
“Could that be the reason why he did not
give you any money,” I quip. “May be,”
she responds with laughter.

Hajjat Kinene in her enterprise located in Wandegeya near Bat Valley

Turn to Page 7
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A story of success after enormous suffering
From Page 6

another shop.

Another heartbreak

Murder of husband

However, this joy was also short lived, as
opportunists envied her because she was
selling very much.

They say when problems come they come
in succession. And indeed, this was true to
Kinene when now President Yoweri
Museveni’s (then a rebel leader) men allegedly killed her husband in Luwero district.

“A group of youth hatched a plan to take
over my shop, clients and suppliers. They
paid rent to my landlord for a full year,
yet I used to only pay monthly. The landlord evicted me and they started theirs,”
she recalls, visibly looking emotional.

“When I was waiting for clients, I got a
message that my husband had been killed
by Museveni’s rebels. He had gone to his
home district Lu wero and was killed as he
was picking food from the garden. His
Kinene defied all the odds and did not give body was taken and we don’t know up to
up or relegate to only performing housenow where it was dumped or buried,” she
wife roles. She moved on, through much
recalls in a soft voice, nearly breaking
difficulty.
down into tears.
“I got another shop on Imperial Arcade. It The husband left her with six children and
had been abandoned after it was vandalstruggled to raise them up single handedly.
ised. There was no door and windows.
One lady offered to keep my merchandise Turning point
at night and I would put them on display in
When the wave rises, you may think it will
the dilapidated shop during the day. I
not subside but it does. Kinene’s turning
moved on like this for six months until a
point was when one white lady, Maryn
good Samaritan came to my rescue.”
Dodge, met her at her usual waiting place
The good Samartan was a lady director of
a company called Oxfam, who offered her
250 pounds to renovate the shop. She was
then back in business, before another disaster set in.

Tragedy again
Those who are in business know this rule
very much: smile at every person who
enters in. It was 10am when a man Kinene
thought was a client walked in. Her smile
at the ‘customer’ quickly disappeared
when, instead on ordering for products,
rudely ordered her out of the shop. This
was during former President Apollo Milton
Obote’s reign.
“He told me he was from the Custodian
Board (a then government institution responsible for allocating government property) and that my shop had been allocated
to him. He ord ered me out before midday
that day. I closed and rushed to the Custodian Board to complain but by the time I
came back, the man had already locked in
all my merchandise in the shop. I was back
to zero.”
I gave up the shop and started planning to
open another one afresh. I came everyday
and stayed around this shop to tell my
clients who came looking for me about
what had happened and my plan to open

for clients near her grabbed shop.

A portrait of President Obama made
out of dry banana fibers in Kinene’s shop

“She sympathized with me and asked what
I need her to do for me. I told her I also
didn’t know, but I later asked her to pay
school fees for my daughter who had been
chased out of Gayaza (Girls Secondary
School) for lack of school fees. She gave
me the money,” Kinene says.
After some days, Dodge came back with a
suggestion that she joins Kinene to start an
NGO to support persons with disabilities,
widows and orphans by employing and
buying crafts from them.
At the time, there were many widows and
orphans in dire need following civil wars
and indiscriminate killing on people that
characterised the country between 1968
and 1986.
“In November 1983, we started an organisation called Uganda Crafts. I started collecting products from the women artisans
and persons with disabilities. Some started
working in the shop. Dodge was working
in Uganda but when her contract expired
and went back in her home country, I ran
the organisation myself. Howev er, she
could once in a while fly in and check on
our progress until 2000 when she pulled
out,” Kinene says.

Turn to Page 8

Rose Sanyu, a woman with disability
employed in the shop
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How Kinene fought her way to victory
“When Dodge pulled out, I started my
private company and named it Uganda
Crafts 2000. Other people we were
working with started their own enterprises.” Kinene now owns a huge shop
located in Wandegeya near Bat Valley
where she employs three people: Rose
Sanyu (a woman with disability), Richard
Muwonge and one of her daughters,
Lillian Ssemugga.

gery on the same leg was,
though unsuccessful, in
1964 when she was 10
years. Doctors wanted to
correct her knee joint but
they did not succeed. She
resisted their second attempt to try the same. The
surgeries made her leg
weaker and now has to
support herself with two
crutches.

Achievements

The call

• Although her life has had several trials

Kinene urges persons with
disabilities to emulate her:

Splitting

and tribulations, Kinene boasts of various achievements.

• “I have been able to produce and raise
up 10 biological children and 25 orphans. Many have graduated from universities with degrees, except those
who dropped out of school at their
own will. They did not see the impotence of studying,” she boasts. One of
her sons is a doctor (gaenacologist)
with a masters’ degree. Kinene is currently looking after eight orphans.

• She also built up a modern home in her

Lillian Ssmugga, one of the children Kinene is grooming to manage her enterprise on her computer

“They have to work hard
and be persistent. Never give up. Gone
are the days when persons with disabili- Regrets
ties used to beg. Now we are in ParliaKinene castigates parents of children with
ment and Councils. How can we continue
disabilities who ignore them: “If I was
to beg?”
educated, I would today be a Member of
“And love all your children very well and Parliament. Parents should not neglect
make sure that they are educated. When children with disabilities because when
they are supported and educated, they
they are educated, they will grow into
responsible citizens who will support you can do everything. My father neglected
me but when he realised that I was proin future when you have become old,”
gressing, he had a change of heart.”
she advises.

village at Lungala in Mpigi district and
owns a car and several plots of land.

• She is a councilor representing women
with disabilities in Mpigi District for
over 15 years, most of the election
sailing through unopposed.
She has travelled to various countries to
attend art exhibitions and conferences in
Denmark, German, Holland, Kenya, Sudan and Tanzania, among others.
She has employed several people in her
business including fellow persons with
disabilities and her children. “I am now
empowering my children to manage the
enterprise because I am becoming weak,”
she says.

More disability
Kinene used to move with help of only a
caliper but now she moves with the aid of
two crutches. In 2007, she got an accident that broke her right thigh bone. She
underwent surgery and they replaced the
bone with a piece of metal. Her first sur-

Some of the orphans Hassan, Shamim and Shakira that Kinene is looking after

VISION: A society where People with Physical Disablities are accorded rights enjoyed by all citizens
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UNAPD visits Denmark, Ghana
In April and June a team from UNAPD comprising two staff and
two board members visited Denmark and Ghana to share experience and best practices in disability work. Apollo Mukasa was one
of the team members and he reports:
UNAPD’s long time partners, Danish
Handicapped Forbund (DHF), organized
the partnership activities, which brought
together three organisations to discuss
issues concerning PWDs in the three respective countries. The organizations
were DHF, UNAPD and Ghana Society
for Physically Disabled (GSPD). Like UNAPD, DHF is also a long time partner with
GSPD.

country.

This visit was concluded with a discussion
on the partnership agreement between
DHF and counterparts in Uganda and
Ghana, to ensure transparent, democratic
and accountable partnership.

Lessons learnt

• It cannot go without men tion that
Besides side in-house engagements, we
there were many lessons learnt from
visited places like the Polio Survivors Rethe visit to Denmark with particular
habilitation Center, a workshop where
regard to accessibility. Denmark is one
vehicles for PWDs are modified to suit
of the developed countries in Europe,
their needs and one of the DHF local
with good laws/policies and most imbranches. We also visited some key public
portantly a regulation on accessibility to
buildings like banks and hotels, among
physical structures. Being developed
others, to assess how far they are accessiwith adequate resources, expertise and
ble. In each of these places, we were taken
compliance with the law compared to
The first one-week visit was to Denmark through what the institutions do to supUganda and Ghana, one would expect
in April and focused on three themes: port PWDs to use their facilities as indeto find most of the places accessible.
capacity building, accessibility and micro- pendently as possible.
However, accessibility is also still a macredit saving groups. The aim was to enjor
challenge to PWDs in Denmark, as
able the three organisations learn from This was the first activity of its kind in a many buildings are hardly accessible.
each other in areas where one had more decade of partnership between UNAPD
Many constructors and property dev elexperience. Each organization was respon- and DHF. The key outcome was better
opers are still ignorant about the law on
sible for one theme. UNAPD shared her understanding between DHF, UNAPD and
accessibility despite the advocacy efforts
experience with accessibility advocacy and GSPD with regard to organisational strucof organisations like DHF.
development of Accessibility Standards. ture, democracy and advocacy. There was
DHF handled capacity building while the formalised relationship between UNAPD Denmark has an National Accessibility
Ghana team shared their experience in and GSPD which will result into exchange Development Committee headed by an
of information and supporting each other
the micro-credit savings groups.
Accessibility Consultant.
with experiences on accessibility and miNAPD representatives
were cro-credit saving schemes.
Turn to Page 11
Executive Director Meldah Tumukunde, Project O fficer Apollo
Mukasa, Chairman of th e Board Arthur
Blick and Women Representative on the
Board Elizabeth Kayanga.

U

We met the Presiden t of DHF and DHF’s
political analyst, where we discussed the
political structure of DHF and the far they
have gone to ensure that persons with
physical disabilities access services. We
also visited the Danish Parliament and had
a discussion with one of the Members of
Parliament. The major discussion was
mainly on how the opposition in Parliament influences the government to attend
to pertinent issues pertaining to disability.
In the course of the visit, UNAPD made a
presentation on accessibility. A c onsultant, Rie Ollendoolf, who supported UNAPD to develop Accessibility Standards,
presented the Standards while GSPD
made a presentation on micro-credit saving scheme that they are running in their

Apollo Mukasa, Elizabeth Kayanga and Arthur Blick (L) in a meeting
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One of the VSLA group members
in Ghana at their weekly meeting

A lot learnt from Ghana visit
In May, the UNAPD team that visited Denmark in April also travelled to Ghana. They were
joined by a team from Denmark. The purpose of the two visits was the same: to share experiences and learn from each other. A team member Apollo Mukasa reports:

O

ther members of the team were
Executive Director Meldah Tumukunde, Project O fficer Apollo Mukasa,
Chairman of the Board A rthur Blick
and Women Represen tative on the
Board Elizabeth Kayanga.
The two teams were welcomed on the
Ghanaian soil by the Ghana Society for
the Physically Handicapped (GSPD) and
comfortably accommodated in respective hotels.
We engaged with several stakeholders
like National Council for Disability, mandated to monitor disability programmes.
The council is a department under the
Ministry of Employment and Welfare.
We had the privilege to meet with the
Minister of State in Charge of Employment and Welfare and other technical
persons in the ministry. The ministry’s
building was very well accessible that
there was a ramp running from the first
to the last floor. There was no need for
a lift.

Although Uganda is in advanced stages
of accessibility advocacy, and has Accessibility Standards, Ghana is just beginning
the process of dev eloping the Standards.
Therefore, Uganda’s experience in this
regard will be of great importance to
our Ghanaian counterparts (GSPD).
We also met with Ghana Standard
Board and Institute of Architecture
which were very instrumental in guiding
Ghana’s Disability
Movement
to
smoothly begin the process of developing Accessibility Standards. Both of
these institu tions are committed and are
offering support to PWDs to ma ke sure
that the Standards are developed.

Observations

• Ghana being a developing country is
also facing almost the same disability
related challenges like Uganda. Many
buildings including public ones are
largely inaccessible. Disability laws/
policies exist but there is inadequate
implementation and priotisation of
disability issues by the Government.

• Lastly, if you do not eat pepper, you

Just like in Denmark, we also moved
outside the capital and toured the
beauty of the Cocoa-producing nation.

find eating very difficult in Ghanaian
hotels and restaurants. It is their culture to mix pepper in all their foods.
We had to gulp a lot of water not because of being thirsty but to dilute the
pepper in a bid to eat something. And
Ghana’s traditional food is posho. So if
you are used to our matooke’s here,
you find their menu difficult.

We visited Village Savings and Loan Associations (VSLA) in Kosoa and Odumasi Krobu, to learn about the MCcredit groups and how they operate.

In a nutshell, the trip to Ghana was quite
enjoyable and educative, as we experienced and learnt a lot that we shall emulate and beef up our advocacy efforts
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Some of the team members of UNAPD, DHF and GSPD

Visit to Denmark
From Page 9
This committee is an equivalent
of UNAPDs National Accessibility Audit Team, responsible for
auditing public places and technically advising constructors on the
accessibility needs of PWDs. The
difference is that the Danish audit
team is provided for in the law.

Tax benefits
Also worth to note is that as one
of the benefits of paying taxes by
the Danish, education at all levels
and health care services are free
to ev ery citizen. There is also a
social fund where every PWD
receives a monthly allowance to
pay their helpers/personal assistants, buy them wheelchairs and
other assistive devices. It is also
used to buy for PWDs modified
and accessible vehicles but to
only those who can pay back in
installments.
I must say that the trip offered a
learning and exciting experience
to us on top of being an adventure. We got to see the living and
working environment of our
counterparts both in a developed
and developing country.
And we practically experienced
how it feels to stay in a cold/
windy environment.

Members of a Village, Savings and Loan Association at meeting

LEFT:
Kayanga
shares
a light
moment
with
Danish
colleagues
ABOVE: Th e offices of Ghana
Society for the Physically Disabled.
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APPEAL

LEFT: The chalk and counter books made by PWABIs. RIGHT: Memb ers making liquid soap used for cleaning

Support PWABIs; buy their products
Through the Labour Market Project, UNAPD
imparted skills for making various products in
Persons with Acquired Brain Injury and Cerebral Palsy (PWABIs) and caregivers.
This was intended to enable them to participate in income-generating activities to earn
money and be able to support themselves or
to support their family members with disability.
They are now making high quality chalk, black

books, liquid soap, beads, door mats and table
mats.
UNAPD now appeals to every person to support PWABIs by BUYING their products on
wholesale or retail.
For more information or buying, please
contact Scholastica Opoti on
0701-697716, 0774-013711

LEFT: Members listening attentively while learning how to make chalk. RIGHT: Members making counter books
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